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The Return of High Quality
Systems as Competitive

Advantage
By  L o c kwood  Lyo n

ITInfrastructure support personnel must deal with an ever-increasing
number of low quality systems. Is there a way to “inject” quality

into legacy systems, and ensure that quality is not sacrificed due to
deadlines or tight budgets?

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

IT systems and the way they are designed have morphed several
times in the last twenty years. Instead of hard-wired 3270 screens
accessing flat files through programs coded in procedural languages,
we now have the following:

� The personal computer as the primary user interface
� Communication through distributed and network computing
� GUIs have replaced menu-driven and command line interactions
� Databases (primarily relational) are the de facto corporate data store
� Object-oriented programming as a systems development

standard, and
� The advent of integrated software development tools

At the same time, the economic downturn of recent years produced
pressure on businesses to deliver less with more. This affected IT sys-
tems development and support in several ways. IT management:

� Initiated early retirements, reorganizations, or layoffs to cut staff
costs,

� Outsourced some support tasks to external organizations,
� Eliminated or cut back on unused or expensive software tools,
� Cut back or re-scoped projects with high budgets,
� Concentrated on delivery of systems that focused on the

bottom line.

The result? New systems and enhancements to legacy systems now
exhibit behaviors we associate with low quality. Why? There’s an old

IT joke that goes: “How do you want your system? On time? Within
budget? High quality? Pick two!” With upper management cutting IT
budgets and insisting on meeting deadlines, quality naturally suffered.

WHAT’S COMING

Now, however, IT management has “suddenly” discovered that the
costs of defect removal after implementation far outweigh the costs of
detecting and preventing them during systems analysis and design.
Imagine that! The shortcuts taken to roll out systems as fast as possible
while cutting back on people have actually cost the organization more.

We are finally back to where we should be: designing and building
systems right the first time. There is, however, a small problem: What
do we do with all of our recently-implemented systems? How do we
backfill quality into them?

A SHORT DISCUSSION OF SYSTEMS QUALITY

Quality as a component of systems has been around for quite a long
time. One of the first large systems was the Arsenal of Venice. In the
mid 1400s Venice, Italy was a large shipbuilding center. Many people
were involved in analysis, ship design, staff hiring, construction, testing,
quality assurance, and implementation. These included the modern-day
equivalent of supervisors, accountants, and quality inspectors.

While shipbuilding (and IT systems analysis and design) have come
a long way since then, the basics of quality remain unchanged. What
does quality mean?

� Attention to customer service
� Development of and adherence to standards and best practices
� Defect prevention during design
� Defect detection and remediation during construction and testing
� Data verification as close to the source as possible
� Stability, reliability, data accessibility, systems scalability
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THE DANGERS OF LOW QUALITY

The ideals of quality assurance for IT systems delivery have weakened
to something more akin to “mediocrity prevention.” Quality is sacrificed
so that critical IT functions can be rolled out on time, and within budget.
This means a shift in focus from development to support.

Many more errors will now be detected after system implementation,
thus putting more pressure on support staff. The cost of addressing
these errors may not be charged back to systems development, leading
to invalid cost estimates during design.

The result: there will be a major shift in the workload of support
staff. They will no longer have time for software installation and cus-
tomization, performance monitoring and tuning, data backup and
recovery, and other tasks that contribute to quality. Instead, they will
spend more and more time fixing errors. Errors that should have been
prevented, detected, or corrected during systems design.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE

First, it’s important to understand how and where new systems originate.
IT management makes systems development decisions based on sev-

eral criteria. One of these is called Build versus Buy. Should we design,
construct, test, and implement an entire system ourselves, or should we
purchase a software package?

Management usually chooses a Buy strategy when they wish to
remain on par with the competition. It is a low-risk strategy. As one IT
manager put it, “If you buy the same or similar package as your com-
petitors do, at worst you’ll be no worse off than they are.”

Management opts for a Build strategy when they want to gain a com-
petitive advantage. Building your own system allows you to take into
account any special data, processes, or standards already in place. Also,
you are able to implement features and functionality that may not be
available in purchased software packages. Last, you are able to take
advantage of any inside information you may have regarding internal
system interfaces, such as special files or databases, processes already
in place, or legacy code reuse.

The choice of Buy or Build affects the resultant quality of the system.

PURCHASING SOFTWARE

When purchasing software there are two primary strategies: Best of
Breed and Single Source. The Best of Breed strategy means that for every
IT systems category (personnel, accounting and financial, electronic data
interchange, enterprise requirements planning, etc.) your management
will select the best product in each category that meets your needs.

This strategy is not without risks. Installing multiple software pack-
ages from multiple vendors may lead to interface issues. You also will
have difficulty with problem determination (i.e., if something fails
which vendor’s product is to blame?). It is also rarely the case that a
purchased package has all of the features you need, implemented the
way you need them. Inevitably you must alter or customize the product
to fit your environment.

The Single Source strategy avoids some of these risks, as you intend
to purchase all or most of your software from a single vendor. While
this may forestall the interface issues, it ties you to a single source. You
are now dependent on that source for quality assurance and software
support. In addition, if you require any new features not currently avail-
able in the vendor’s suite, you may have to wait a while.

WHERE DOES QUALITY FIT?

FIGURE 1 compares and contrasts the strategies associated with Buy
versus Build, along with the quality issues.

In summary, the quality of IT systems is not under your control in a Buy
environment. If you need either to increase the quality of legacy systems or
to build quality into new systems, you must develop them yourself.

For the remainder of this article I will concentrate on environments
where you are building your own systems. With the return of quality
metrics and processes IT will be able to help the enterprise gain a com-
petitive advantage.

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT ME?

Annoyingly, the lack of quality in recently delivered systems affects
those in technical support positions the most. They are the ones that
must deal with system problems in real-time. This drives up the cost of
problem determination and problem resolution. It also manifests itself
in product behaviors that may annoy or drive away customers.

SO, HOW DO WE (RE) INTRODUCE QUALITY?

There are several reactive methods for introducing quality into
legacy systems.

First, support staff should coordinate and collect lists of frequent
problems and questions that they encounter. Management can then
categorize and analyze these problems, perhaps noting trends. For
example, frequent complaints about lack of authority to execute cer-
tain functions may indicate an underlying security issue. Frequent
errors that indicate database unavailability may indicate network, space
allocation, or server issues.

Next, expand on this by ensuring you use a good problem tracking
system. This helps the support staff focus on tasks and priorities, while
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FIGURE 1: COMPARISON OF BUY VERSUS BUILD STRATEGIES



providing management with hard data on resource usage. How much
time are your systems programmers spending fixing application issues
when they could (or should) be focusing on systems performance,
server maintenance, or network connectivity?

Next, use your tools to report the support costs to the development
areas. This is not to be used (at least initially) as a chargeback mecha-
nism; instead, you are making support costs more visible to management.
IT management must be made aware that fixing application problems
after implementation is more costly than fixing them in either the testing
or design phases.

REENGINEERING LEGACY SYSTEMS

Given a legacy system, how does one approach reengineering to
improve quality?

Systems engineering, including most software development method-
ologies, concentrates on error prevention. This is done by using quality
metrics and processes during the early phases. In some cases quality is
such a high priority that the systems are designed in part to be self-
correcting. Systems exhibiting such behavior are termed autonomic.
(See the IBM document “A First Look at Solution Installation for
Autonomic Computing”, SG24-7099, for a description.)

In our case, we already have a system implemented.
In this case, correcting errors is mostly reactive, and assumes that

you can actually detect errors when they happen (or soon thereafter).
Since we are unable to re-design the system, we must concentrate on
increasing the quality of error detection and reporting.

In one sense the advent of database management systems and com-
munications systems such as DB2, CICS, and MQSeries has made
error detection much easier. Before these systems arrived the most
typical error was one of total application failure, accompanied by a
memory dump.

Most of these error situations were fatal (physical I/O errors, dataset
full, division by zero, and so forth). However, now even so-called fatal
errors are reported back to the application in the form of error codes.
For example, a DB2 application encountering a physical I/O error
receives a specific SQLCode and additional status information.

So, increasing the quality of error detection and reporting is relatively
straightforward in these cases. Based on your previous compilations of
frequently encountered errors and problems:

� Document the most common error codes
� Document the additional status information returned to the

application
� Determine how (and to whom) such errors should be reported,

and what information is most useful
� Use this as a basis for either updating or designing one or more

standard error processing modules
� Embed these modules in your legacy applications

Too simple, you say? Too costly to implement? Compare this cost
against the time and resources spent doing problem determination and

resolution. Emphasize to your management that this approach uses
information you already possess, deals directly with the most common
problems, and has the potential to detect future problems as they occur,
thus speeding up problem resolution.

WHAT NEXT?

With better error detection and correction processes in place, the
next step is the expansion of the standard error processing modules to
include errors that you have not encountered yet. The complete list of
error codes exists in the production documentation. A few hours spent
researching possible errors codes will result in an expanded list of
errors that applications can detect and report.

Too much work, you say? Consider the delays you currently expe-
rience: A user encounters a symptom, which must be reported to
someone who determines the underlying problem, who must then
contact someone to fix the problem. Depending upon how unspecific
the symptom is, problem determination may take several hours. For
example, what if the customer gets a message “application unavail-
able?” What does that mean? Who should be told? What do you fix?

Contrast this with a standard error module intercepting a specific
error code. For example, the standard error module receives a DB2
code indicating that a database is full. Based upon criteria in the mod-
ule, it may send an e-mail or page to support staff, or even display a
message on a support console. Errors are detected faster, they contain
sufficient information to define the problem, and they are routed to
someone responsible for a fix.

Now that’s quality.

THE FUTURE

IT shops are now returning to a process they left long ago: systems
analysis and design using software development methodologies and
tools that incorporate quality metrics and processes. Given the changes
in tools, personnel, and priorities, how can you ensure that you are
developing quality systems?

I recommend implementing best practices based on the Capability
Maturity Model™. This is a method for developing, implementing, and
supporting systems based on a process of continuous improvement.
More information on the CMM can be found at:

www.sei.cmu.edu/cmm/cmm.html  
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